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ABSTRACT: In the present day situation, the objective of any utility is to provide uninterrupted power with good
quality. The quality of power is judged by the parameters like voltage magnitude, power factor, supply frequency and
nature of the voltage waveform. The extensive usage of power converters also increases the sensitiveness of the loads.
The most power quality problems today are voltage sags, voltage swell, harmonic distortion and low power factor.
Hence, recent years the custom power devices are developed which are classified into three categories Dynamic voltage
restorer [DVR], Distribution static compensator [DSTATCOM], Unified power quality conditioner [UPQC]. The
DSTATCOM is a shunt connected device which takes care of power quality problems at the point of common coupling
[PCC].The MATLAB/SIMULINK model is developed for a three phase four wire distribution system to analyse the
PQ problems for balanced/unbalanced non-linear loads. The theory of instantaneous symmetrical components has been
used because of simplicity in formulation and ease of circulation.
KEYWORDS: Current control mode, power quality (PQ), voltage-control mode, voltage-source inverter.
I.INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased emphasis and concern for the quality of power delivered to factories,
commercial establishments and residences. This is due to the increasing usage of harmonic creating non linear loads
such as adjustable speed drives, switched mode power supplies, arc furnaces etc. Power quality loosely defined, as the
study of powering and grounding electronic systems so as to maintain the integrity of the power supplied to the system.
IEEE Standard 1159 defines power quality as the concept of powering and grounding sensitive equipment in a manner
that is suitable for the operation of that equipment and compatible with the premise wiring system and other connected
equipment. The power quality problems in the AC distribution systems are mainly due to the proliferation of different
types of non-linear loads, unplanned expansion of the distribution system etc. The causes of power quality problems are
generally complex and difficult to detect.

Fig.1 Power Quality Concerns
Power quality has become an immense concern for both energy suppliers and their customers because of the increasing
use of sensitive devices. It causes the poor power quality for the competitiveness of the companies or consumers. This
21st century, the need of electrical energy is every increasing with developments of digital accessories for consumers.
While meeting this power demand, there causes pollution in electrical power system called harmonics. The harmonics
are integer multiples of fundamental currents/voltages. Substantial presence of harmonics results in excessive
overheating of the equipments and other problems. Harmonics are created by non linear loads that draw current in
abrupt pulses rather than in a smooth.
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Present day of electric power quality is a key concern and that becoming gradually increasing and it is important to
electricity consumers at all the levels of practice. Voltage sensitive apparatus and non-linear loads such as personal
computer and cell phone, home electronic devices, adjustable speed drives, industrial automation and semiconductor
applications etc. for the growth of productivity and life quality are now more common place in both the
industrial/commercial environment and the domestic sectors also. The focus of research has been characterization of
power quality disturbances, analysis of equipment electro-magnetic compatibility, and improvement of the equipment„s
tolerance.
A distribution system suffers from current as well as voltage-related power-quality (PQ) problems, which include
poor power factor, distorted source current, and voltage disturbances [1], [2]. To solve PQ problems, typically filters
are used which are classified as two types. They are active filters and passive filters. Active filters are special
equipments that use power electronic converters to compensate for current and/or voltage harmonics originated by nonlinear loads, or to avoid that harmonic voltages might be applied to sensitive loads. There are basically two types of
active filters: the shunt type and the series type. It is possible to have active filters combined with passive filters as well
as active filters of both types acting together. The causes of power quality problems are generally complex and difficult
to detect. Technically speaking, the ideal AC line supply by the utility system should be a pure sine wave of
fundamental frequency(50/60HZ). Different power quality problems, their characterisation methods and possible
causes are discussed above which are responsible for the lack of quality power which affects the customer in many
ways. This project demonstrates that the power electronic based power conditioning using custom power devices like
DSTATCOM can be effectively utilised to improve the quality of power supplied to the customer. The prime objective
of this project is to mitigate power quality problems in distribution system using DSTATCOM .A three phase four wire
distribution system is considered to analyse the power quality problems for balanced/unbalanced non-linear loads.
II.SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a typical radial distribution system, as shown in Figure 2. It consists of a stiff source connected at
bus 1 and three load buses. It is assumed that consumers are supplied from these buses[2]. A DSTATCOM can be
connected in any of these buses, depending on whether it belongs to the utility or a particular customer. For example, if
the voltage at bus 3 is distorted, it affects customers both at buses 3 and 4. The utility may then install a DSTATCOM
at this bus to clean up its voltage. On the other hand, suppose that the consumer at bus 4 has loads that draw unbalanced
and distorted current from the supply. In order to avoid a penalty, one option for the consumer is to install a
DSTATCOM on its premises, so that the current drawn from bus 4 is a balanced sinusoid.

Fig.2 Typical radial distribution systems
A DSTATCOM can be realised using a VSI and a DC storage capacitor. One of the requirements of a DSTATCOM in
a three-phase four-wire distribution system is that it is capable of injecting three unbalanced and distorted currents into
the AC system, to cancel voltage or current unbalance or distortions[2]. We therefore need a DSTATCOM that is able
to force three independent currents through three phases. The problem of using an ordinary three-phase bridge inverter
as the power circuit of the DSTATCOM is that the sum of three currents must be equal to zero. This prevents its use as
a four-wire DSTATCOM power circuit. The DSTATCOM structure is considered in this project. It contains three Hbridge VSIs connected to a common DC storage capacitor. This topology allows three independent current injections,
as thus contains three separate H-bridge inverters.
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(a)

(b)
Fig.3 (a) Compensator structure used where three separate VSIs are supplied from common DC storage capacitor (b)
Schematic diagram of DSTATCOM
In the circuit shown in Figure 3(a), each switch represents a power semiconductor device and an anti-parallel diode
combination shown in Figure 3(b). Each VSI is connected to the network though a transformer. Six output terminals of
the transformer are connected in star. The purpose of including the transformers is to provide isolation between the
inverters. This prevents the DC storage capacitor from being short circulated through switches in different inverters[2].
The inductance Lf in Figure 3 represents the leakage inductance of each transformer and additional external inductance,
if any. The switching losses of an inverter and the copper loss of the connecting transformer are represented by a
resistance Rf.
The iron losses of the transformer are neglected. For a star connected load, the neutral point of the three transformers is
connected to the load neutral. There are alternative power electronic options that achieve a similar performance. The
equivalent circuit of the system under study is shown in Figure 4, with point of common coupling (PCC) is the bus to
which the DSTATCOM is connected. The voltage source (V s) is the thevenin‟s equivalent voltage looking to the left
of this bus. The thevenin‟s equivalent impedance is represented by the resistance R and inductance L. The source
current is denoted by is, and the load current by il. We further define the voltage at the point of common coupling as the
terminal voltage Vt. The DSTATCOM contains a VSI, a DC capacitor (Cdc), a resistance Rf and an inductance (Lf). In
addition, a filter-capacitor Cfilter is added to the circuit, to provide a path for the harmonic current[2]. Note that the
terminal voltage is the voltage across the filter-capacitor Cfilter, i.e. Vt = Vfilter We denote the three phase quantities by a,
b and c.
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Fig.4 Equivalent circuit of shunt-compensated distribution system
III.CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR DSTATCOM
Figure 3b shows the block diagram of control algorithm of a DSTATCOM based on the correlation and cross
correlation purpose for extraction of reference source currents. Fundamental active and reactive power components of
load currents for each phase are derived using correlation and cross correlation coefficients and the amplitude of
fundamental active and reactive component of load currents are estimated using quadrature and in phase voltage unit
templates, zero crossing detector (ZCD) and sample and hold circuit (SHC). The in phase and quadrature unit templates
are estimated from phase value of PCC voltages. The zero crossing rising edge of quadrature and in phase voltage
templates are the sensed position for extracting the per phase amplitude of fundamental active and reactive power
components of load currents with sample and hold circuit. Similarly, amplitude of other phases active and reactive
power components of the load currents are also extracted. For balancing the source currents, an average value is
derived by the magnitude of active power current components of three phase load currents.
The output of DC bus voltage proportional integral (PI) regulator of VSC of DSTATCOM is added in the average
amplitude of active power current component of the three phase load currents and this value is multiplied with three
phase in phase unit templates to compute the reference source active power components of currents. Similarly,
reference source reactive power components of currents are estimated from the subtraction of an average value of
fundamental reactive power components of load currents from the amplitude to output of voltage PI regulator and this
value which is multiplied with three phase quadrature components of unit templates. Total reference source currents are
estimated by addition of reference active and reactive power components of source currents. Basic equation for
estimation of different control signals of control algorithm are given below.
A) System modelling and Generation of a voltage control law
Circuit diagram of a DSTATCOM-compensated distribution system is shown in Figure 5. It uses a three-phase, fourwire, two-level, neutral-point-clamped VSI.

Fig.5 Circuit Diagram of A DSTATCOM
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Fig.6 Single phase equivalent circuit
Variable is „u‟ a switching function, and can be either +1 or -1 depending upon switching state. Filter inductance and
resistance are Lf and Rf , respectively. Shunt capacitor Cfc eliminates high-switching frequency components.[1] First,
discrete modelling of the system is presented to obtain a discrete voltage control law, and it is shown at the PCC
voltage can be regulated to the desired value with properly chosen parameters of the VSI. Then, a procedure to design
VSI parameters is presented. A proportional integral (PI) controller is used to regulate the dc capacitor voltage at a
reference value. Based on instantaneous symmetrical component theory and complex Fourier transform, a reference
voltage magnitude generation scheme is proposed that provides the advantages of CCM at nominal load[1].Figure
shows the Single-phase equivalent circuit of DSTATCOM. This structure allows independent control to each leg of the
VSI. The single-phase equivalent representation of Figure 6, in this section the control design for the DSTATCOM and
equivalent circuit of the compensated system is shown in Figure 6, Let us define the following state vector for the
circuit shown are given below:
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B) DSTATCOM in current control mode
In this mode, it is assumed that the installation and maintenance of the DSTATCOM is the duty of an individual
customer, so that the load does not disturb other customers, with its unbalance or harmonic distortion. This may be a
very stringent condition on the customer, especially when the supply-side voltage is unbalanced or distorted.
Nevertheless, we present some design approaches, based on which the customer can draw sinusoidal current from the
feeder. We consider three different cases:
(i) When both source and load are unbalanced.
(ii) When both source and loads are unbalanced, and the load is distorted.
(iii) When both source and load are unbalanced as well as distorted.
(i): Load and Source Unbalanced: The reference for the terminal voltage is obtained through the Fourier extraction of
the fundamental voltage, i.e.

v tref =v tfund . Once this reference is obtained, it is easy to obtain a reference for the

current through the filter capacitor. To extract a reference for the injected shunt current, we note that the source current
must be a fundamental positive sequence. Since i i =i s +i f , the compensator must supply the negative and zero
sequence required by the load current. We can then write

i f0ref =i10 , i f2ref =i12 , i f1ref =0
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Where 0, 1 and 2 indicate zero, positive and negative sequences, respectively. This algorithm uses a moving average of
a half-cycle to extract the RMS sequence components[4]. Once they are obtained, we can use an inverse sequence
transform to set the reference value. Note that, since the DSTATCOM only injects negative and zero sequence of the
load current, it supplies no real power.
(ii): Load and Source Unbalanced and Load Contains Harmonics: The reference for the terminal voltage and current
through the filter capacitor is obtained in the same way as Case (i). However, to extract the reference for the injected
current, we must remember that the compensator should not only supply the sequence currents, but also should supply
the harmonic content of the load. To facilitate this, let us assume that we have obtained i fref from the inverse
transformation of i0ref, i1ref, i2ref. We then use the following relation to modify the ifref

i fref = i fref + i1 + i 2-und
(iii): Load and Source Unbalanced and Distorted: This is the case in which we assume that both the source voltages and
load currents are distorted by harmonics. This case has to be treated differently to the previous two cases as the
generation of references is of a completely different nature[4]. If we want the source current to be balanced and
harmonic-free, then the terminal voltage must contain exactly the same amount of harmonics as the source. However,
the reference for terminal voltage must then be

Vtref =Vtfund +Vsham , where vsham

is the harmonic content of the



source. Typically, the source does not contain any even harmonics and for phase a is vsham =

vm sin  nωt  ,

n=3,5,7...

since Vt =i filt /c filt , the reference for the current through the filter-capacitor is then easily obtained.
C) DSTATCOM in voltage control mode:
We refer to  0

k  1  0 k   c  p f av ,

through which the angle of the reference terminal voltage of the

DSTATCOM is computed, in order to force the real power drawn by the DSTATCOM to zero. Since the aim is to draw
real power from the source, we now modify this equation. To maintain the capacitor voltage as constant, a negative
feedback of this voltage is added in the angle computation as 0

ref
avl
k  1  0 k   c p f av  cv (vDC
 vDC
)

ref

avl

where C, is constant: v DC is the reference value of the DC capacitor voltage; and v DC is the average value of the DC
capacitor voltage. To influence the control rapidly, we have chosen this average to be the running average.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this discussions mainly we are considering the voltage sag. Initially there is a fixed inductive load is connected to the
line. After 0.2s the circuit breaker is closed and there is no change in terminal voltages and source currents.

Fig.7 Terminal voltages and source currents at balance load of voltage sag
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Initially inductive load and the circuit breaker with load is connected to the line. After 0.2s the circuit breaker is closed
and there is a variation of voltage from 230v to 200v in terminal voltages and 8A to 6A source currents.

Fig.8 Terminal voltages and source currents at balance load with circuit breaker of voltage sag
The non-linear load is connected to the line. After 0.2s the circuit breaker is closed and there is a variation of voltage
from 200v to 180v in terminal voltages and 20A to 120A source currents.

Fig.9 Terminal voltages and source currents at unbalance load of voltage sag
I had taken a case study of DSTATCOM connected to 11Kv distribution system. From that I had considered the power
quality problem i.e., voltage sag under inductive load and capacitive load.

Fig.10 Terminal voltages and source currents with inductive load without DSTATCOM
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Now the DSTATCOM is connected to the line. And the circuit breaker is closed at 0.2s now there is decrease in
voltage sag and source currents between 0.2s to 0.26s.

Fig.11 Terminal voltages and source currents with inductive load with DSTATCOM
Now the capacitive load is connected to the line with Dstatcom. The circuit breaker is closed at 0.2s and the voltage sag
is reduced and the source currents varies.

Fig.12 Terminal voltages and source currents with capacitive load with DSTATCOM
Now the inductive load and capacitive load is connected to the line. After placing the D statcom the voltage sag gets
reduced. The terminal voltages do not changes during both linear and non linear loads. The source currents remains
zero after 0.2s there is increase in currents until 0.26s.

Fig.13 Terminal voltages and source currents with inductive and capacitive load with DSTATCOM
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V.CONCLUSION
Custom power devices can be used, at reasonable cost, to provide high quality and improved power service. These
custom power devices provide solutions to power quality at the medium voltage distribution network level. This project
presents the detailed modelling of one of the custom power device, DSTATCOM is presented. DSTATCOM can
provide effective solution to the power quality problems. By placing the DSTATCOM at the point of common coupling
, the voltage disturbances are reduced by using different control strategies and the reactive power is also compensated.
The power quality problems and harmonics are mitigated by placing the DSTATCOM in the distribution system.. In
this project the detailed modelling of DSTATCOM is presented. DSTATCOM can provide efficient solution to the
power quality problems. Hence, the control strategy is tested with three phase four wire distribution system.
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